INTRODUCTION

In the winter of 2009/2010, the most serious sea ice in Bohai Sea and north of Yellow Sea happened. 51 percent of the whole Bohai Sea and 93 percent of Liaodong Gulf were covered by sea ice during the period of severe ice. Simultaneously, the sea ice edge of Laizhou Gulf reached 46 nautical miles, which became the maximum of 40 years. The occurrence of severe sea ice disaster not only threatens the safety of people’s life and property, but also seriously constrains the activities such as all kinds of oceanic production, marine oil exploitation, marine transportation and sea fishing and so on. Therefore, it is necessary and particularly urgent to enhance ability in sea ice safety insurance, improve and perfect sea ice monitoring and forecasting service system, and develop our own sea ice comprehensive service platform to greatly cut losses in economy and people’s life and property.

In this paper, we propose an overall framework about sea ice comprehensive service and expert aid decision-making system, among which six subsystems consists of sea ice multi-source information acquisition subsystem, sea ice comprehensive information database, sea ice comprehensive information integration subsystem, sea ice expert aid decision-making subsystem, sea ice products release subsystem, and sea ice disaster loss evaluation subsystem. The proposing system has such features as functional integration, business-oriented product services, visual display and decision making, and so on. This paper can provide reference for the construction of sea ice comprehensive service and expert aid decision-making system in China.

ABSTRACT:

In this paper, we propose an overall framework about Bohai sea ice comprehensive service and expert aid decision-making system, which provides a reference for the building of sea ice comprehensive service and expert aid decision-making system of our nation.
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system consists of six subsystems: sea ice multi-source information acquisition subsystem, sea ice comprehensive information database, sea ice comprehensive information integration subsystem, sea ice expert aid decision-making subsystem, sea ice products release subsystem and sea ice disaster loss evaluation subsystem.

The general structure of sea ice comprehensive service and expert aid decision-making system is shown in Figure 1.

2.1 Sea ice multi-source information acquisition subsystem

Based on the dedicated data transmission network, all data products of three-dimensional sea ice emerging monitoring system integrating data of satellite, airplane, shore-based or island-based monitoring, buoy, on-board mobile monitoring and X-band radar and products of numerical sea ice prediction system will be integrated to terminal computers in the same network segment to realize the quick acquisition and transmission of sea ice comprehensive information of business-oriented and emergency work. Sea ice multi-source information are transmitted from acquisition point to terminal computers in one network segment by satellite, dedicated data transmission network, web or disks.

The logical structure of sea ice multi-source information acquisition subsystem is shown in Figure 2.

2.2 Sea ice comprehensive information database

Sea ice comprehensive information database stores all related information of sea ice monitoring, sea ice forecast and alert, sea ice loss evaluation and aid decision making. There are three benefits for building of the dedicated database. First, it could provide essential monitoring, forecast and alert information for management department and the public. Secondly, it provides related decision aided information for the sea ice disaster emergency and decision. Thirdly, it would provide historical materials and other data support for sea ice loss evaluation. The database includes six types of sea ice data:

(1) Bohai space foundational geographic information including coastal land foundational geographic data and the electronic chart of Bohai Sea;

(2) Sea ice monitoring data from satellite monitoring, air plane monitoring, shore-based and island-based monitoring, ice detecting buoy, on-board mobile monitoring, ice detecting boat and X-band radar monitoring and so on;

(3) Sea ice forecasting data of short-term forecast, middle and long term forecast, sea ice alert information and numerical sea ice prediction data predicting features of sea ice thickness, ice intensity and ice drift velocity;

(4) Environmental sensitive areas consist of marifarms, oil platforms, coastal ports and other areas possibly polluted.
(5) Aid decision-making information including ice rescue equipment and human resources of coastal ports, contact information of marine and fishery departments, and possible rescuing measures of different sea ice levels and so on;
(6) Historical sea ice information and disaster loss evaluation information storing sensitive area disaster in severe ice year and all disaster loss evaluation data.

The constitution of sea ice comprehensive information database is shown in Figure.3.

2.3 Sea ice comprehensive information integration subsystem

Using data integration technique based on heterogeneous systems, the subsystem could realize the data processing of multi-format parsers, data transformation, quality control and near real-time storage for multi-source, multi-scale and multi-time sea ice monitoring data and forecasting and alert information from information acquisition subsystem. The business-oriented data flow chart of the sea ice comprehensive information integration subsystem is shown in Figure.4.

The subsystem contains four function modules as follows:
(1) Making data format specification based on spatial data storage
Make a series of data storage format specification meeting visual requirement of GIS system platform for involving sea ice monitoring and forecasting and alert data, which is helpful for keeping accordance of data storage and visualization.
(2) Multi-format parsers and transformation for sea ice comprehensive information
Analyze the original acceptance data format and the aiming data storage format to realize classified analysis for all original data of multi-source, multi-scale and multi-time sea ice monitoring data and forecast and alert information acquired from the acquisition subsystem. Based on heterogeneous data processing technique, develop different data processing programs for transforming the multi-format parser data to spatial data format used in comprehensive service database.

The logical structure of data integration design based on heterogeneous systems is shown in Figure.5.

(3) Near real-time storage of sea ice comprehensive information
After operations of acquisition, analysis and data transformation, the system can immediately store all referring data in sea ice comprehensive information database.
(4) Sea ice monitoring data quality control
In condition that we cannot ensure all monitoring data are qualified, data quality control based on some quality control standards is essential for making sure good service and right decisions.

Make data quality standard based on sea ice monitoring data standard and historical data of Bohai sea ice monitoring work. Based on some methods for data...
quality control such as minimum and maximum value check, the internal accordance check, threshold value check, the aiming system can give some amending tips for some serious problems affecting the quality of sea ice monitoring data, and then business specialists can analyze and mark the error data with their own experiments. By doing this, the quality of the sea ice monitoring data to database can be ensured. All data are still stored in the database after being marked or amended.

2.4 Sea ice expert aid decision-making subsystem

Based on sea ice emergency plans for coastal ports, oil platforms and marifarms, the subsystem selects decision support data from sea ice comprehensive service database and provides sea ice aid decision-making scheme for sea ice disaster and accident emergency. Simultaneously, this subsystem provides functions for drawing path and outputting pictures in specified position and for definite size. The business-oriented data flow chart of the sea ice expert aid decision-making subsystem is shown in Figure 5.

The subsystem contains three function modules as follows:
(1) The emergency resource allocation based on the nearest distance

Based on the daily ice monitoring information, this module would compute the distance between every ice area and all coast ports, and show the distance from ice areas to the nearest ports on visual GIS chart. If users need rescue an accidental boat in a specified position on electronic chart, the subsystem would show an interface for collecting accident information containing accident position and the trapped people and boat information, then the subsystem would compute the distance between disaster position and all coast ports, and offer the useful emergency equipment and humans list of three ports in nearest distance to the accident position.

(2) Sea ice emergency rescue path based on customization

This module should offer functions for customizing the emergency rescue path, in which users could draw the rescue path from the specified ports to disaster positions on visual GIS platform by means of interactively drawing and rendering based on ports and the disaster positions. Additionally, the program also provides interface for outputting picture and coordinate of user’s customized rescue path.

Emergency decision document

1. Elaborate Relations between every ice area and its nearest coast port by list the distance and center ice thickness of every ice area in forms of table and graph.
2. State the incident info need to be rescued.
3. List icebreakers and emergency members of the nearest 3 ports to the accident place.
4. The customized rescue path coordinate and picture.
5. The decision support scheme based on sea ice alert level and rescue type.
6. Other interpretation and pictures.

Figure 6. The structure of the emergency decision document

(3) Emergency decision document based on daily sea ice

The subsystem output customizes decision docu-
ments based on the module of emergency resource allocation and emergency rescue path drawing. In this function module, VBA component is used by adding a reference to Microsoft.Office.Interop.Word.dll, and the subsystem realizes the changes of document in specified location or having specified content, fills the decision analysis results in words, pictures or tabular form to decision document.

The structure of the emergency decision document is shown in Figure 6.

2.5 Sea ice products release subsystem

Based on the WebGIS platform, this module realizes functions for business-oriented management departments releasing information of sea ice forecasting and alert reports to the public. This module contains functions as near real-time release and query of sea ice forecasting and alert information and aid decision-making information, and GIS visualization of sea ice information.

2.6 Sea ice disaster loss evaluation subsystem

Based on historical sea ice disasters, we can build mathematical models for loss evaluation of ports and transportation, oil platforms and marifarms in ice disaster. This function module will use these models to do sea ice loss evaluation after yearly sea ice.

3 SYSTEM REALIZATION AND FEATURES

This paper uses the suggested system framework, exemplarily develops Bohai sea ice comprehensive service and expert aid decision-making system using Visual Studio and ArcGIS developing platform and oracle database. We integrate and store all data of satellite monitoring, on-board and oil platform radar monitoring, buoy monitoring, shore-based and island-based manual monitoring, and sea ice middle and long term and numerical forecast in sea ice comprehensive spatial database and show them on one platform. In addition, we collect and process decision-making documents in marifarms, coastal ports, oil platforms and maritime departments, further customizes and outputs sea ice emergency decision-making document based on sea ice levels. At last, publish sea ice comprehensive service information and forecast to the public.

Several screenshots of Bohai sea ice comprehensive service and expert aid decision-making system exemplarily built in this paper is shown in Figure 7 to Figure 11.
Bohai sea ice comprehensive service and expert aid decision-making system has features as follows:

(1) It has comprehensive functions. This system involves every aspect in sea ice monitoring, sea ice forecast and alert, sea ice loss evaluation and emergency decision, and realizes the information integration and GIS visualization of the integration info.

(2) Based on all data in sea ice business-oriented monitoring and sea ice forecast, the system builds the data processing flow of “data acquisition-data analysis-information integration-comprehensive service” and sea ice business-oriented service mode.

(3) Based on techniques of GIS and Webservice, the aiming system realizes three main functions as comprehensive sea ice data integration, data visualization on GIS platform and comprehensive decision making based on a visual platform.

The aiming system services for business-oriented management departments of sea ice monitoring and sea ice forecast, fishery departments possibly suffering from sea ice disaster, coast ports and transportation departments and maritime departments, which provides sea ice service information and decision information.

4 CONCLUSION

Based on current situation of Bohai sea ice monitoring and forecasting and alert service, we propose a general framework’s design of sea ice comprehensive service and expert aid decision-making system, which provides services for oceanic production, marine oil exploitation, marine transportation, and other business-oriented management. In this paper, we build the data processing flow as “data acquisition-data analysis-information integration-comprehensive service” and sea ice business-oriented service mode. The framework can provide reference for the construction of sea ice comprehensive service and expert aid decision-making system in China.
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